MATERIALS:
WOOD: 2x4, 2x6, 2x8 (as required)
#8 drywall screws,
staples, padding mat',
wire ties

ATTACH/STAPLE PADDING:
carpet, heavy cloth,
foam, rubber, etc.

INSIDE VERTICAL STABILIZER BAR

WRAP PADDING IF CYCLE MAY COME INTO CONTACT

WASHER FOR HOOKING TIE DOWNS AROUND CYCLE (PULL BIKE AGAINST STA-BAR)

BLOCK OF WOOD SCREWED TO STA-BAR (CONTOUR TO MOUNT AREA) I.E. FRAME, SIDE PLATE, SEAT, ETC.

SECURING VERT STA-BAR TO CARRIER B'KT:

VERY TIGHT 65 FT-LBS TAMP (AFTER SNUG BOLT)

1/2-13 MHCs. GRADE 5 MIN.

SNUG IN RAISED POSITION

TOOLS REQ'D:
DRILL W/ 1/8" DRILLS,
crosscut saw, stapler, pile
3/4" boxed end wrench,
3/4" socket w/ ratchet

USE OUTSIDE STA-BAR FOR CYCLES OVER 500 LBS
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